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Halted Honda
This article is a true description of an
AECS technical help desk problem and
how it was solved.
Vehicle

2001 Honda Civic, D15Y, 4cyl. petrol engine.
(Picture sourced from internet)

Problem presented to the Helpdesk
Car was driving fine, parked up, next morning it would
wind over but not fire up any more. No combustion at
all.
We have scoped ignition and injection; both are not
present. Injection is flat lining at 12V, so does not get
triggered by the ECU. However, we do have a crankshaft and camshaft sensor signal
Where do we go next?
Background and overview
In the AECS EMS1-1 training, we spend a lot of time
on this first line diagnostics in the first couple of
hours. We run several scenarios where the car does
not want to fire up and then investigate how each
scenario takes you in a different direction based on
your first measurements. It is surprising how many
diagnosticians go always straight to the crank shaft
sensor for no intelligent reason or whatsoever. At the
end of the EMS 1-1 training seminar this is quite
different!
Peer review
We asked the diagnostician to post the crank and cam
recording to the AECS tech support forum, so we
could review the recording (picture 1) and go from
there.

ATS500XM 2 Ch.
Scope with Sig.gen

$3,840+gst

ATS500XM Comprehensive
2 Channel Scope Kit
 Windows 8.1 (W10) Laptop

$7,615+gst

 Includes ATIS Pro software with wiring diagrams and
signal database

 Scope with 500MS/s sampling speed and 32 million
Samples per channel

 Includes high speed signal generator.
 Comes with 2 x oscilloscope leads, alligator clips, spikey
& Hirschman probes, G Force sensor, current clamps,
training and tech support. Solenoid driver (optional)

 Back up your further knowledge with AECS
comprehensive Automotive diagnostic courses

Perhaps we will see something he did not.
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earth (0V) or not (5V) we go deeper into this during
the AED training.
Simple! The ECU is obviously powered up or else there
would not be 5V present at the sensor’s signal wire.
Also the sensor is perfectly able to switch the 5V to
earth, so the sensor is also in fine condition!

Picture 1: ATS 500XM scope recording crank
shaft sensor while winding over

Analyse the signal
The crank shaft sensor is a Hall sensor which switches
the signal voltage coming from the ECU’s 5V rail to

Certified NZTA
Roller Brake
training

I must add at this point that we did not like the
pattern as the reference mark (missing teeth) seems
oddly large.
Some ECU’s do not start triggering ignition and
injection when the cam shaft sensor signal has not
been received.
We asked for a cam/crank recording measured at the
ECU, to make sure that the signals at the ECU were
correct. (Picture 2)

(RBT1-1)
Ring us to enrol today
Ph:06-874 9077

Picture 2: ATS scope recording cam/crank
sensors while winding over.

2016 Training Dates:
Hastings - 17th & 18th March 2016
Auckland - 12th & 13th May 2016
This training is aimed at Vehicle inspectors (CoF
and WoF). The training is specifically designed for
CoF B (heavy goods vehicles) vehicle inspectors,
and is very useful for Cof-A and WoF inspectors.
The content deals with brake and stability
engineering principles in a manner that makes even
the most experienced operator of any brand roller
brake tester, looking at the results produced by their
equipment, in a very much more professional
manner.
For more information, ring us and we will email you
the detailed course descriptor.
This training is also recognised as part of the Mito
Vehicle Inspector CoF B education.

Both the crank shaft sensor and the cam shaft sensor
produced a signal. Was it correct?
That is not right
The pattern that was sent from across the ditch was
exactly what we needed. It shows clearly the
repetitive pattern of the camshaft sensor, and it also
shows that the crank shaft pattern is all wrong! How
can this fine working sensor sometimes show 3 pulses
and a little later 4 pulses on the same section of the
crank shaft?
That can only be an airgap issue or a damaged tone
wheel.
We advised the diagnostician to open up the timing
cover and have a good look for mechanical damage
or is perhaps the bracket of the sensor was loose.
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He sent the following two pictures the next day.

the latest

PRO3
SCAN
TOOL

We are an
Authorised Launch
distributor

Picture 3: Crank shaft sensor and tone
wheel picture

+gst



Modern Android OS, 10.1” Touch Screen
Lenovo tablet , 4 Core Processor with 32Gb
storage.



Wireless Bluetooth communication.



Diagnostics with 81 vehicle brands



Quick links to Battery relearn, transmission
relearn, Steering angle reset, Key coding, etc.



12 months of Software Updates included.



Designed for the NZ market, genuine Launch
Scan tool.



Up to 15 live data graphs in one screen.



Full day’s work worth of battery life

Picture 4: Clear to see that the spring (??)
does not go there!
Personally I would do the timing belt for good
measure. There might be a tensioner spring
and bits of the belt missing.

Conclusion
Diagnostics; most of the time is simple, as long
as you have the knowledge and the tools.
I read some time ago in a technical publication a
line that really stuck with me: “knowledge is
your best tool”.

AND many more features...see our website
www.aecs.net or more details
Add optional extras,


AECS Technical support $250+gst per
year

That line could not be more true, however in
diagnostics you have to be able to make the
signals visible, to be able to apply your
knowledge, that is why we use scopes so often.
There is no point in guessing with a lot of
knowledge, if you cannot see what is going on,
you can only guess.
In this case the diagnostician was new on the
ATS 500XM scope, still a pretty good result!



Launch HD expansion kit (24 V truck kit with
connectors and software) $3,500 +gst



GoLo adapters $150 - $300 for remote
diagnostics and ring fencing
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Herbert Leijen
(trainer/research)

Efficient and effective with minimal time spend with a
little help from the AECS back up team.

06 8749 077
info@aecs.net

Even older cars are worth working on as long as your
training, tooling and back up are up to scratch.

AECS 2016 Training Calendar

Truck/Trailer Kit
from $12,000+gst
 Scanning a huge range of USA, Euro,
Asian heavy Diesel vehicles.
 Brake systems on trailers.
 Wiring diagrams and service
bulletins.
 Repair data (torques, volumes, etc.).
 Pictures of components + locations.
 How to read dashboard codes for
remote driver support.
 Coding of injectors and pump init.
 Blue tooth wireless connection.
 and AECS Technical support.

Please note: Dates & Courses
may change without notice,
refer to WWW. AECS.net for
updated information and to
enrol online.

Ph: 06-8749077
www.aecs.net
AECS Course Key

Full comprehensive descriptors with training content pictures on
www.aecs.net

AED—Automotive Electronic Diagnostics
ATS1-1— ATS Comprehensive Scope training on software
ATS1-2—Competent scope users Supplement training seminar
EMS1-1—Engine Management Systems 1 (module 1) (EMS1-1) training seminar
EMS1-3— Engine Management Systems 1 (module 3) (EMS1-3) training seminar (cam
timing , variable lift and direct injection petrol

Enrol at

www.aecs.net

EMS1-4—Hybrid Management Systems (EMS1-4) training seminar
EMS1-5—Engine Management Systems 1 (module 5) (EMS1-5) training seminar
(immobiliser)
DMS1-3—Diesel Management Systems 1 (module 3) (DMS1-3) training seminar
(common rail)
ECAC 1-1— Electronic Controlled Air-conditioning 1 (module 1) (ECAC1-1) training
seminar
SCAN 1— Scan Tool Diagnostics (SCAN1) training seminar
SCAN 2— Scan Tool Diagnostics (SCAN2) training seminar
RBM1-1—RBM training for COF VI's
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